Specifications Infocus-IN-220

InFocus IN220 Projector Specs
Display Type:

DLP

Light Output:

3500 Lumens

Warranty:

2 Year(s)

Features:

Eco Mode, Keystone Correction Vertical: 40°, Normal Mode,
Remote Control

Audio:

Stereo

Life of Lamp - Standard Usage:

5000 Hours

Life of Lamp - Eco Usage:

6000 Hours

Contrast Ratio:

17000:1

Throw Ratio:

1.95 to 2.15

Aspect Ratio:

4:3

Resolution:

SVGA(800x600)

Audio Output:

2 Watts

Color:

Black

Overview
The InFocus IN220i is made to function as an easy to operate, light weight and compact machine with
unbelievable long lasting lamps and low energy usage. The idea is to enable organizations to fulfil their
business requirements without compromising on the quality and the price of the projectors. With a
contrast ratio and brightness featuring a brilliant colour as well as widescreen display format, it is truly
a low cost and long lasting product that is a value for your money. The product features an Eco Mode
that is perfect fit for low light conditions providing an average lamp life of 6000 hours and 5000 hours in
the Eco Mode and standard usage mode respectively.

Design:
InFocus IN220i is available in a sleek and suave black design with an easy to install and operate set up
pretty much making up for all your professional projector requirements. The resolution of the screen is
SVGA (800 x 600). It features a stereo based audio. The projector weighs 2.4 kg, providing for a
compact fit to any kind of work space.

Features:
With a light output of 3500 lumen, contrast ratio of 17000:1 Hz, throw ratio of 1.95 to 2.15, and an
aspect ratio of 4:3, the product provides quality life like images at extremely low prices. IN220i combines
a DLP type, brilliant colour and 3D ready technology for a superior display. The model boasts of a 3D
Support, Keystone correction vertical: 40 degree, HDMI connectivity, Remote Controlled operation so
that you can experience a truly seamless communications support for your organization.

Warranty:
With a warranty of 2 years, this product is a complete package for any enterprise looking for a
sustainable projector. It is guaranteed to give you a non-stop trouble free and easy maintenance
functioning 24 x 7.
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